Poll Shows Johnson As Faculty Favorite

A straw vote taken yesterday on the presidential election showed University administrators and teachers in a slightly total agreement with Assistant Dean of Men Clappier and Dr. Bradford West, who had previously indicated their preference for President Johnson.

George Taylor of the geography and industry department, although a registered Republican, said he wouldn't vote for Goldwater in this election.

Dean of Men Robert Longley said he has no idea at the present time who he will vote for in November.

The “Daily Pennsylvanian,” both Clappier and West are Republicans.

Dr. Justin Aronfreed, Assistant Professor of Psychology, strongly disagreed with the policy regarding class rank equal weight with college board scores in awarding Philadelphia Mayor’s Scholarships, in an interview yesterday.

Aronfreed joined the controversy which began whenard scores, however, represent 50% in 1964.
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McCombe, Miss. - State and federal officers charged three men Wednesday night with the first break in a broad investigation into accessory firm. The three were identified as: Wilson, 25, a railroad employee who was moved a bit of what had happened. He implicated the other two. We arrested Paul Wilson was jailed at Magnolia and the other two men were moved from McCombs to Jayess in adjoining Lawrence County. In planning and working on the service program are invited to attend. If interested but unable to attend that hour, leave your name and address and phone number in the com-

**CAMPUS EVENTS**

**University Agenda**

- Dr. Arthur Shostak will speak on the Penn Pilot Project of VISTA at 6 p.m., Oct. 4, at VISTA at St. Mary's Church, 3526 Locust St.
- The first day of the Goya exhibit at the Filho- mum, fourth floor Logan Hall, 2-4 p.m. Last day of the Goya exhibit in the university's Goya etching or print at student prices.

**Activity Notices**

**HILLEL FOUNDATION** - There will be an organizational meeting today at 11 a.m. in the Foundation. All interested in planning and working on the service program are invited to attend. If interested but unable to attend that hour, leave your name and address in the mail office or give it to an officer.

**RELIGIOUS SOCIETY** - Mr. Theodore B. Husted, Jr., vice- dean of the University Law School, will speak on law school admissions, Monday at 4:45 in Drach Hall, E-12. New members may join the society at this time.

**REPUBLICANS FOR JOHNSON** - A noted speaker will represent at the meeting on Tuesday in Houston Hall auditorium at 11 a.m. All interested are invited.

**STUDENT PEACE UNION** - Meeting today at 4:45 in the Frick's Room of Houston Hall is devoted to non-Vietnam activities. All invited.

**SWIMMING TEAM** - Freshmen interested in trying out meet at Hutchinson Gym Pool at 4:45 p.m. any day this week. Your name and address in the mail office is needed.

**The Daily Pennsylvanian**

**Board Scores Often Forecast College Grades**

Students with low scores on their College Board examination may find it useful to be aware that those who failed to reach the "C" plateau in the summer session taking two courses in a six-week term or more than five terms in the fall. Their choices are limited to the basic subjects of English, foreign languages, mathematics, and natural science. Seven or fewer credit grade requirement in the first semester, while 11 dropped out before term ended and 15 failed to reach the "C" plateau.

Of the seven who went on through the second six-week term four achieved the necessary grades and two did not. One student was released from the "provisional registration" when she showed the College Board test and made a satisfactory score for admission.
Coed Government Takes A Bruising In Women’s Gov’t

The impression left on us after reading the new WSGA proposal for coed government, with its attempt in protecting women’s rights, was that it was a platform of “coed government within the year or I in protecting women’s rights, WSGA managed essentially the same, came in on a landslide. The Paula Gomberg, running on a platform Gabriele government now suggests seems to be back where we began last year. The respective presidents should not have fronted charm, the great and dlyls democratic Action, of which Humphr- Remember, the list was headed by the American Civil Liberties Union, a favorite target of reaction- tional smear artists, ignoring the fact that Humphries has spec- ified statistics to show that some has defended some rather dis- cussing New York. The list underlined the coed government, which it hadn’t, instead was smearing the candidates in contradiction to all accepted terminology and good taste, but that is the way she is and I won’t heard about it.

It was the crime of the century, that DP, and another LFB cries was another LFB -cries was the Birch Society, although, this three (April Horowitz and Martin Luther King) that the Birch Society e-ver pitch and just gobs of rank, m twenty data points identified or some political party. LFB is not run by specialists; LFB has thrown overlap. Lately LFB has thrown this smoking into the DP offices to “explain” her position. Steve Ai- den to the thing. The next day dawned and there was a story in the paper about “The Birch Society” and assured the aud- was going down, no sir. What followed ranks high efforts. What a fate for WSGA it isn’t, in .

The next day dawned and there was a story in the paper about “The Birch Society” and assured the aud-

In the month remaining to the campaigns, we can hope to see a broader and deeper discussion of the problem areas of our society, of the candidates’ own editorial stand, probably to surprise to anyone as regards selecting a favorite candidate, will attempt to deal the whole campaign from the standpoint of the issues in the context.

Well, Mary doesn’t like the idea. She favors one government, not two governments, but three governments. She thinks a troika, whereby there would be three governments, not one government, not two governments, but three governments. She thinks a troika, whereby there would be three governments, not one government, not two governments, but three governments.

The more I read the issues in the context.

The Daily Pennsylvania, PAGE THREE

McCarthyism Reawakened

Readers of this newspaper who noticed a virulent letter in yesterday’s issue from Miss Mary Gabriele, president of and Bill Hoyt may be interested to learn the circumstances under which such a massive came into being. It was a letter written by Miss Gabriele, reprinted in The Daily Pennsylvania, on US Senator McCarthy in the Senate this month. It was a letter written by Miss Gabriele, reprinted in The Daily Pennsylvania, on US Senator McCarthy in the Senate this month.

Shifty Mary On The Ditto Machine

Shifty Mary promptly dashed off to her Ditto machine and ran off a mass of copies of a “Letter to the Editor” of the DP. But did she mail it in- and just gobs of rank, m twenty data points identified or some political party. LFB is not run by specialists; LFB has thrown overlap. Lately LFB has thrown this smoking into the DP offices to “explain” her position. Steve Ai-
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The National Council of Churches has been so badly afflicted by facts that all self-respecting ecclesiastics are seeing the light and getting out. Pretty soon only the Commie Presbyterials will be left, and then we'll be able to see exactly who they are.

Richard E.

Creating the sets and costume designs for Molière's hilarious classic will be Schiller Miller, Kenndrie Packard, manager of the World Theater, returns as production director for "The Miser." A playwright, summer theatre producer, actor, Packard will be assisted by his new wife Sara Shick, whom he met and courted during Drama Guild productions.

Back again as producer, director will be Sidney S. Bloom, producers for "The Miser" will be Paul Schilli and Ted Yekutell. The cost of the production will be approximately $350, with $200 collected by students at the University of Pennsylvania. Other members of the production staff include Kenndrie Packard, manager of the World Theater, and production director for "The Miser." A playwright, summer theatre producer, actor, Packard will be assisted by his new wife Sara Shick, whom he met and courted during Drama Guild productions.
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Burch

(Continued from page 1)
would definitely show "some surprises" soon, but he "will not be calling Martin Luther King."

The Chairman expressed himself as "never satisfied" about the conduct and general movement of the entire campaign, but did call the Republican TV effort's on behalf of Gold- water's candidacy highly effective. The TV campaign by the Republicans cost an estimated $4 million, or roughly 2/3 of the whole campaign expenditure, is helping to undercut beliefs that Goldwater is a "war- monger," Burch contended. Bur- ch also commented that TV cov- erage was helping to dispel the figure that only 30 or 40 percent of the American people knew who Barry Goldwater was at the time of the Republican National Convention.

Burch cited yesterday's New York Times as an excellent ex- ample of poor news coverage. He claimed that no Presidential candidate should have his views placed on Page 24. He also

1. Now that we're 21 we have a lot more responsibility. Now we make the decisions.

2. Right. And this year we have a big decision to make—whether to vote for President Johnson or to vote for Barry Goldwater, but we all have.

3. Your decision should be based on what the candidate stands for. For example, does your man's fiscal policy square with your philosophy on the matter.

4. Is what I've been saying. Then how do you expect to get out of the world, support a wife, raise children, and be a two-car family? I wish I knew.

5. Let me give you a piece of advice that will help you off to a good start. I'd sure appreciate it.

6. Soon as you get a job, put some dough into cash-value insurance, the kind they call Living Insurance. It's portable. It gives your wife and kids solid protection, and automatically builds a cash value you can use for retirement or whatever you like.

CAPITAN YEEGO

(Continued from page 4)

Burch said that the Repub- licans had done all they could to urge President Johnson to unde- tate Barry Goldwater but to no avail. Burch stated unexampled- ly that Republicans are op- posed to a Miller-Humphrey de- pote on the grounds that it doesn't solve the issue of having the Presidential candidates get to- gether for a debate

Letters To The Editor

CAPTAIN YEEGO

(Continued from page 4)

So Captain Queeg or whatever his name is, is going to dry up this campus and all its parties. This harassment of fraternities will more accomplish any such thing and unless the campus is de- tected or tipsy, sorry, he knows this was true as well as I do. Being logical, I can sit back and watch the

number that yesterday's Times can three front-page stories a- bout President Johnson.

Burch said that the Repub- licans had done all they could to urge President Johnson to unde- tate Barry Goldwater but to no avail. Burch stated unexampled- ly that Republicans are op- posed to a Miller-Humphrey de- pote on the grounds that it doesn't solve the issue of having the Presidential candidates get to- gether for a debate

every foolishly on campus had done no useful lot of illegal rese- arch this week. And you can cry, the liquor will be flow- ing as freely as ever.

So go ahead Captain Queeg, or whatever your name is, light- on, and while you're at it, why not try to have the Volstead Act reinstated? I'll stick around and watch, until I pass out or your crusade passes on. Chug- chug.

He that lives upon hope will die fasting—

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

GRIDDERS HUNT BROWN BEAR

(Continued from page 8)

players know that Brown is capable of passing at any time during the game. Ditto in particularly need of roll-outs. However, in Brown's 20-3 pasting of Layaf- ette 'set next weekend, most of the at- tack was confined to the ground. As a result, this week's defensive work has been a balance of ground and air defense. The Team will have to excel at both in order to contain the Bruins.

The members of the squad are all looking forward to this game, in addition to being the key oppor- tunity, Penn has to revenge last year's Fiasco at Brown, Alpren- tice, located on the team is very high. They want to win this game very badly, both for their coach, and for themselves. That desire is invincibly born from the fact that the first two days of practice this week were spent in a prevent rain through quantities of mud.

You may read in other less partial papers that Brown is fav- orited to win tomorrow. All of these prognosticators fail to take into account team pride and heart. These are important factors, and while they may not affect the ultimate outcome of this game, they will weigh very heavily in deciding it.

If you go along with Franklin's viewpoint, then there are those who believes in planning ahead and not leaving things to chance. Maybe you should look into the life-insurance business.

A career in life insurance sell- ing offers the opportunity to help others plan ahead for a future with a sound financial foundation. Its advantages are many: you'd like to tell me more about them.

For full information, stop by or call our campus office. Or write for the free booklet, "Career Opportunities."

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable. For complete information about career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or write to Edward D. McDougall, Manager, Manpower Development Division.

The EQUIABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019 © 1964
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Professor Justin Aronfreid
St. Mary's College
Freeland, Maryland

The low standards of high school education and the need for better preparation for college.
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Pennsylvania Barber Shop

On Campus Since 1920

We Believe in Quality Look

37th St.
across from the Wharton School

No Man is An Island

An evening with a play. A play, originally produced in CBS, will be presented in the

Tabernacle Church

Sunday, October 4 at 7:30 PM. It deals with the friendship of a Negro and a white man, begun in the army, and their efforts to maintain this in civilian life. Discussion after the play. Refreshments.

KUGLES WEST Food at It's Best

Brand New and Exciting Food for the Gourmet

For Take-Out Service Call

Imported foods and delicatessen

EV6-9432

3429 Walnut St.

Featuring Daily Specials
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nately 220 miles east of Cape Cod, Mass., with 129 men aboard on April 10 last year during diving tests. It was believed to have broken apart.

HOUSSE MOVES TO ADJOIN

WASHINGTON - The House, bent on speedy adjournment, refused Thursday by a 193-148 roll call vote to extend the government's spending authority for 10 more days.

The move, led by Republicans who were aiming for quick passage of the two remaining appropriations bills so the bowls can be cleared for final adjournment.

The administration, with other major items still to act on, had sought a temporary extension of spending authority to give Congress more time.

The present authority, also granted on a temporary basis, expired at midnight Wednesday.

One bill carries money for a half-dozen agencies. The other is the foreign aid bill.

COACH CHARLES SCOTT: "Rally"

The defense will be made even stronger by the return of Ali- lavy backsman Maxie Kyriopoulos suffered a strained ten- don in his left knee. Although he didn't play against Drexel, Johnson said, "I could have played if I had been needed. My knee feels better now, and I guess I'll start again when Brown." Kyriopoulos has been taking whirlpool baths, and will be play- ing with his knee heavily taped.

The defense will be made even stronger by the return of Ali- lavy backsman Maxie Kyriopoulos suffered a strained ten- don in his left knee. Although he didn't play against Drexel, Johnson said, "I could have played if I had been needed. My knee feels better now, and I guess I'll start again when Brown." Kyriopoulos has been taking whirlpool baths, and will be play- ing with his knee heavily taped.

Kamin Bowl

The 1964 Kamin Bowl to be held at Franklin Field on December 5, is a tournament for junior varsity football teams of the Ivy League.

The bowl will be played on December 5, and will consist of the junior varsity teams of the Ivy League. The tournament will be held at Franklin Field.

The defense will be made even stronger by the return of Ali- lavy backsman Maxie Kyriopoulos suffered a strained ten- don in his left knee. Although he didn't play against Drexel, Johnson said, "I could have played if I had been needed. My knee feels better now, and I guess I'll start again when Brown." Kyriopoulos has been taking whirlpool baths, and will be play- ing with his knee heavily taped.
The defense also looked very good, and it's a possibility that the Quakers will be able to get their act together tomorrow, as the Ivy League opener against Brown is just a few days away.

Drexel, however, showed it can't field the team with which it manned Penn last season, when the Quakers fumbled a touchdown in that game, but this year he had the number two goalie on the bench for the first time in the game. The Quakers scored only once on the bench, and at that time the offense was too slow and the ball-handling too leisurely.

Offensively, the Penn blockers didn't carry out assignments completely, and the T's plays developed much too slowly, so the Quakers couldn't get to the end zone. In the second half, Lehigh adjusted to Penn's five-man line and sent quick attackers through for good gains. A six man line might have stopped them, but Penn never adapted.
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Offensively, the Penn blockers didn't carry out assignments completely, and the T's plays developed much too slowly, so the Quakers couldn't get to the end zone. In the second half, Lehigh adjusted to Penn's five-man line and sent quick attackers through for good gains. A six man line might have stopped them, but Penn never adapted.

* * * *

Scouting reports say the Penn football team hasn't fumbled yet, but if Penn plays the same caliber of ball it showed against Lehigh, this Saturday's game may be molded by MGM and released as a horror show.

If you thought Abbott and Costello were overmatched against the Penn defense, you haven't seen anything. The Philly Bruin combo of Bob Hall and Jim Dunda. The defensive backfield isn't at fault. Coach Steigman refuses to blitz even one linebacker, and last Saturday quarterback Les Kish could have swung the Lehigh attack had he been a little bit more aggressive.

Bruce Molloy continues to follow in John Owens' footsteps; he is looking some, and is a very likely candidate for the runner-up honors tomorrow. Molloy managed to pass long enough to cop the runner-up honors today, and has only one major drawback. He is another man who has to be stopped on the field, and his ability to do this will be the key to the game.

Nemeth Enter Fall Tourney

By JOHN S. JAFFE

The 1964-65 version of the Penn tennis team will be unnecessary in the tournament when it meets the three annual Eastern College Athletic Conference fall tennis tournament at Princeton. The Quakers will be joined by some of the nation's top teams in an event in which they have had high success in the past.
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